
6.1 A 10kframels 0.18pm CMOS Digital Pixel Sensor Alternatively. a digital ramp sequence that is generated off-chip 
can be used, allowing other conversion stratcgiies such as loga- 
rithmic compression and expansion. 

The pixel values are read out of the mcmary one mw at a time 
using the read row-pointer and column sense-amps. Each row is 
then shifted out. while the next row is read out of the memory. 
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In a digital pixel sensor (DPS), each pixel has an ADC, all ADCs 
operatc in parallel, and digital data is directly read out of the 
image sensor array as in a conventional digital memory 111. The 
UPS architecture offers scveral advantages over analog image 
scnsnrs including better sealing with CMOS technology due to 
reduced analog circuit performance demands and elimination of 
column fixed-pattern noise and column readout noise. With an 
ADC per pixel, massively-parallel conversion and high-spced 
digital readout became possible, completcly eliminating analog 
readout bottlenecks. This benefits traditional high-speed imag- 
ing applications and enables imaging enhancemcnt capabilities 
such as multiple sampling For increasing sensor dynamic range 
121. Achieving acceptable pixel sizes using DPS, however, 
requires the use of a 0.18pm or below CMOS pmcess, which is 
challenging due to reduced supply voltages and increased leak- 
age currents 131. 

This 352x288 CMOS DPS with pixel-level digital memory is fab- 
ricated in a standard digital 0.18pm CMOS technology The 
objectives of our design are: ( i )  to explore image sensor d c s i a  in 
a 0.18pm technology and demonstrate the scalability potential of 
DPS, (ii) tc demonstrate the high frame rate potential of DPS by 
breaking both the 1GpixelsJs and the 10kframds ( fpd eontinu- 
ous full frame parallel (“snap-shot”) image acquisition spced 
milestones, and (iii) to explore the benefits of pixel-level digital 
memory, e.g., pipelining for faster readout and focal-plane pro- 
cessing. 

A black diagram of the DPS chip is shown in Figurc 6.1.1. The 
core is a 352x288 array of pixcls, each containing an nMOS pho- 
togate circuit, a comparator, and an 8b memory. The input-relat- 
ed periphery consists of an 8b Gray code counter, column drivers 
and multiplexers. Control periphery includes row-select pointer 
for addressing the pixel-level memory, comparator power dawn 
circuits, and timing control and clock generation circuits. 
Output periphery includes column sense-amps for reading the 
pixel-level memory, and an output multiplexing shift register. 

Sensor operation can he divided into four main phases: reset, 
integration, ADC, and readout (Figure 6.1.2). At low to moderate 
frame rates (4kframds)  much flexibility can he exercised 
regarding chip timing. For example, all phases can be kept sep- 
arate to prevent noise due to analog to digital conversion and 
readout from corrupting the analog signals during charge inte- 
gration and reset. Digital CDS can also be performed externally 
with an additional A/D conversion and readout immediately 
after reset. When operating a t  the highest speeds (>5kfrramds), 
it may be important tn maximize integration time to collect as 
much light as possible. In this case, the reset and integration 
phases of each frame can be overlapped with the readout of thc 
previous frame. 

Pixel-levcl single-slope AA) conversion is performed simultane- 
ously for all pixels after standard photogate integration and 
charge transfer. The analog ramp signal is generated off-chip 
and globally distributed to the pixelkvel comparators. The 8b 
Gray-coded digital ramp sequence is generated by the on-chip 
counter and distributed via the memory bit lines. Each com- 
parator fires as the ramp exceeds its signal value and the corre- 
sponding digital code is latched into thc pixel-level memory. 

! 

To reach over 1Gpirelds sustained throughput a 64-bit-wide 
readout bus operating a t  167MAz is used. The readout operation 
is coordinated by on-chip control logic operating off of a frame 
resct strobe and a single clnck. Since full-frame conversion and 
readout can be accomplished in under loops, average power con- 
sumption may be significantly reduced a t  low frame rates by 
powering down the comparators using an-chip digitally eon- 
trnlled power-down circuitry. 

Each pixel includes an nMOS photogate, transfer and reset 
gates, a storage capacitor, a three-stage comparator, and 8b 3T 
dynamic memory cells (Figure 6.1.3). The photogate is used to 
achieve acceptable conversion gain. Thick oxide 3.3V transistors 
are used for the photogate, transfer gate, storage capacitor, and 
reset transistors to combat the high gate and sub-threshold leak- 
age currents and the law supply voltage problems of the thin 
oxide 1.8V transistors. The comparator consists of a differential 
amplifier stage followed by two singlc-endcd gain stages. I t  pra- 
vidcs 10b resolution a t  an input swing of 1V and worst case set- 
tling time of 800s. This provides the flexibility to perform 8h  AID 
conversion dawn to 0.25V range in -25ps, which is needed for 
high-speed, low light, operation. The. 3T DRAM is designed Far 
lOms maximum data hold time. This requires the use of large 
gate length access transistors and holding the hit lines around 
VddB to combat the high transistor off-currents. Single-ended 
charge-redistribution column sense-amps are used for robust- 
ness against voltage coupling between the closely spaced bit 
lines. The comparator and pixel-level memory circuits can be 
clectrically tested by applying analog signals tu  the sense node 
through the “Reset Voltage” signal, perborming AID conversion 
and reading aut thc digitized values. 

Figure 6.1.4 summarizes the main chip and sensor characteris- 
tics and performance. Figure 6.1.5 shows a typical image taken 
using -1ms integration time (lkframek), while Figure 6.1.6 
shows a sample image sequence taken a t  IOkframeIs, or >lG- 
pixelsfs continuous ratc. It depicts a propeller rotating a t  -2200 
rpm in front of a motionless rcsolutian chart, where every tenth 
frame is shown. A die micrograph is shown in Figuro 6.1.7. 
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Figure 6.1.1: OF'S blackdiagram 

Figure 6.1.3 DPS pixel schemdic. 
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Figure 6.1.2: Simplified timing diagram (photodiode mode). 
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Technology: 
Die size: 
Array s i x :  
Numbcr ofTransislors: 
Output readdout architecture: 
Maximum sustained output rates: 
Powerdissipntion, max @ IOK fps: 
Pixel size: 

4 
I- 
d 
0 

0.18 pm 5-nietal CMOS 
5 mm b y 5  mm 
352 by 288 (CIF) 
-3.8 million 
64-bit bus@ Ih7MHz 
j - 1  Gpixelis, >10,000 fps 
-50 mW 
9.4 u m  bv 9.4 u m  

Photodetector type: 
Scnsor fill factor: 
Transistom per pixel: 
ADC architecturc: 
ADC typical range and conversion limc: 
ADC integral nun-linearity: 
Dark cummt: 
Conversion gain: 
Sensitivity: 
FPN. rms in dark with CDS. I K fps: 
Temporal noise. nns, dark, COS. I K ips: 

' 

nMOS Photogate 
1 5 %  
3 1  incl. photogatc and cap. 
Pixcl-level X-bit single-slope 

0.22% (0.56 LSB) 
130 mVis; IO nAlcm' 
13.1  vie- 
0.107 Vi1ux.s 
0.027% (0.069 LSB) 
0.15% (0.38 LSR) 

I v. -25 ps 

figure 6.1 .A: DPS specilicalions and pedonance. 
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Figure 5.0.7: Chip characleristics. 
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5.5mm x 5.5" 
0.25-pm SiGe BiCMOS 
( f ~  = 52GHz, f,, = 70GHZ) 
3 . 3 v  
1.3W (output clock disabled) 
1.6W (data + clock) 
9.953-10.664Gb/s 
0.048Ulp.p 
0.04dB (PLL BW = 6MHz) 
+1.5UI (i2.4ns (3 622Mbls) 
<200ps 
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scale 88 n i ts /a i r  Offset 0 h i t s  
l e a n  22.03230 n 5  median 22.03233 n5 p f I ~  71.9% 

5td dev 981.39 f 5  h i t s  10.69 # h i t s  ~ 1 2 6  95.7% 
0-p 8 . 1 3  ps peak 352 h i t 5  yt3d 99.5% 

5.6.6: Jitler hislogram o i  recovered clock 

Figure 6.1.5: Sample image at 1YrameIs __ . ~ ~~ 

Figure 5.1: Chip micrograph. 
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Figure 5.6.7: BER measurement. 

Fiaure 6.1.6 Video Seouence at lOkframe/s. evew 10th frame 



Figure 6.1.7: UPS die micrograph. 
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1 Figure 6.2.6: Sensor die micrograph 

Figure 6.2.5: Reproduced piclure effect of anti-aliasing. 

Table 6.2.1: Module performance. 
.. ~ ~ ~. . ~ ~~ .~ _ _ _ -  

Clock 
Power Supply 
Technology 
Chip Size 

, Pixel Array 
Number of  Pixels 
Pixel Size 

Number of PE 
PE Size 

Processor 

20MHz 
3.3v 
0.6um 3-Metal CMOS 
5.8 x 12.6 mm' 

128 x 128 
18 x 18pm2 

4x128 
18 x 1200 pmZ 

Table 6.5.1: Chip overview. -~ .- Figure 6.4.1: Chip micrograph. ~-~ . . .  ... -~ . . 
~ 


